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This book reconstructs the history of the Ye family beginning in the fifteenth century, when its first
ancestor was recorded, all the way to the present. 
The focus of the book is on Ye Kunhou and his son
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
and on the Ye brothers (Kunhou’s great great
grandsons), who experienced the turbulence of war
and revolution under the Republic, and took different
paths after the Communist Revolution in 1949.  The
author’s father-in-law, Ye Duzhang, is one of the key
protagonists of the family’s history, which gave
Esherick access to a variety of personal sources,
including family genealogies, memorials,
biographies, poems. memoirs, oral histories, and Ye
Duzhang’s personal dossier.

The book is divided into three parts, to cover the
imperial, the Republic, and the People’s Republic
periods.  The surviving genealogies and Kunhou’s
volumes of poems illustrate the ways that the Ye
ancestors regulated the family by adhering to
Confucian mores and conventions, such as filial
piety to parents, fraternity among brothers, harmony
with neighbors, eschewing involvement with the local

authorities and educating boys in Confucian teachings to prepare for the civil service examination.  What
is particularly interesting in this part is the impressive success of Kunhou and other Ye men of his time in
moving up the ladder of the imperial bureaucracy in the nineteenth century.  Beginning with the position of
a magistrate candidate, Kunhou advanced to the ranks of prefect and circuit intendant, owing to his ability
to assist provincial governors in supervising water-control projects and providing logistic service in
suppressing the Nian bandits.  His two brothers served a county magistrate and a prefect, respectively.
 His son, Boying, began with a purchased position in the Board of Reveue and eventually escalated to the
position of governor, thus surpassing his father’s rank.  Surprisingly, none of the Ye men ever passed the
civil service exam beyond the initial levels for a degree to qualify them as upper-gentry members.  Critical
to their successes was the protection they received from the key figures in the military and civil
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bureaucracy. These patronage networks, as Esherick notes, reflect the overall deterioration of the regular
bureaucracy in the second half of the nineteenth century.

Part II begins with an examination of the life of Kunhous’ great grandson, Chongzhi, a banker in Tianjin
under the aegis of the famous industrialist Zhou Xuexi in the early Republic and then centers on
Chongzhi’s children.  Unlike the daughters of the Ye family who received no school education (except for
the fifth) and later had unhappy arranged marriages, the ten surviving sons all attended the elite Nankai
Middle School.  Here Esherick observes an interesting distinction among the sons of different ages.  The
three older sons followed a conservative pattern of serving family interests, in Chongzhi’s banking
business in Tianjin or going into business shortly after graduating from college and they all stick with the
loveless marriages prepared by their parents.
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In sharp contrast, the younger boys were “born to rebel.” They each had a love marriage of their own
choice and they participated in student movements, either against the Japanese invasion or in the
Nationalist government’s non-resistance policy.  Two of them eventually became members of the
Communist Party, enduring the subsequent hardship and personal sacrifice in wartime. One became so
troublesome he was expelled from the family and ended up as a comedian who would not resume contact
with his brothers for decades.  A noticeable exception was the seventh son, who pursued an academic
career in China and the U.S., and eventually returned to the New China in 1950 after receiving his Ph.D.
from the University of Chicago despite a well-paid job available to him in the U.S.  The younger Ye
brothers’ life stories are revealing.  What drove them to join the CCP or return to China, as Esherick
points out, was not their faith in communism but their discontent with the corruption and dictatorship of the
Nationalist regime and their idealist dedication to the cause of national salvation and betterment.
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Part III traces the Ye brothers’ family life and political career after 1949.  Two of the brothers were victims
of the Party’s repeated political campaigns that aimed to tame the liberal intellectuals.  They both had to
endlessly confess their “wrongs” for befriending or collaborating with Americans in China before 1949 and
for criticizing local Party leaders in the 1950s. Both were classified as “rightists,” losing their jobs and even
being divorced or alienated by family members.  The Cultural Revolution beginning in 1966 turned out to
be disaster to all of the Ye brothers.  Not only were the two rightist brothers arrested and imprisoned on
the charge of being American spies, but the other two brothers, who had joined the CCP before 1949 and
served as high-ranking government or party officials in the 1950s and 1960s, were also attacked by Red
Guards as “capitalist power holders” and exiled to the countryside for political reeducation.  The seventh
brother, an American trained scientist, was labeled as a reactionary “academic authority.”  They would not
be rehabilitated until the early 1970s with the reversal of the radicalism of the Cultural Revolution.
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Weaving the vicissitudes of an elite urban family with the turbulence of the entire nation in the past
centuries, Esherick presents in this book an exceptionally rich and authentic picture of the Ye men and
women experiencing family life, education, government service, local politics, and nationwide movements.
 Unparalleled in the study of family history in modern China, it will be of interest to all readers interested in
China.
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